
Q1 Name
Answered: 68 Skipped: 0

# Responses Date

1 Carl Jones 3/29/2016 12:41 PM

2 Kay bermingham 3/22/2016 6:01 PM

3 Graham Dunn 3/22/2016 3:15 PM

4 Nicola Watson 3/22/2016 9:18 AM

5 Zoe McLaren 3/21/2016 7:35 AM

6 Antony North 3/18/2016 12:08 PM

7 Hirata Titcombe (Hari) 3/17/2016 8:40 PM

8 Ross Syminton 3/16/2016 1:56 PM

9 Sue Brewster 3/15/2016 7:38 AM

10 Greg Akroyd 3/14/2016 6:16 PM

11 Kelly Clancy 3/13/2016 3:40 PM

12 Dean Spicer 3/13/2016 7:13 AM

13 Angela 3/10/2016 5:10 PM

14 Fred TeAukura 3/9/2016 8:23 PM

15 Scott Meuli 3/9/2016 8:11 PM

16 Andrew Putnam 3/9/2016 7:26 PM

17 Joanne Brittenden 3/9/2016 6:23 PM

18 Craig Goldsmith 3/9/2016 6:09 PM

19 Warren Tyler 3/9/2016 3:00 PM

20 Aiden Waugh 3/9/2016 2:53 PM

21 Scott 3/9/2016 10:51 AM

22 Anthony Pickles 3/9/2016 9:39 AM

23 Tereska Carroll 3/9/2016 9:22 AM

24 Mitch Mitchell 3/9/2016 7:45 AM

25 Craig 3/9/2016 7:44 AM

26 Andrea Delaney 3/9/2016 6:41 AM

27 Kelly 3/8/2016 9:46 PM

28 Mark Birdsall 3/8/2016 9:07 PM

29 Jo Bond 3/8/2016 8:58 PM

30 Brenda Anderson 3/8/2016 8:45 PM

31 Jenny readman 3/8/2016 8:06 PM

32 Viv Blay 3/8/2016 8:06 PM

33 Jason Reddish 3/8/2016 7:55 PM

34 paul donovan 3/8/2016 7:54 PM

35 Julia Baker 3/8/2016 7:17 PM
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36 Jane Leslie 3/8/2016 7:13 PM

37 Kathryn Hart 3/8/2016 5:18 PM

38 M Andrew 3/8/2016 4:07 PM

39 Kristen 3/8/2016 3:41 PM

40 Jo Grealish 3/8/2016 3:34 PM

41 Jodie Wood 3/8/2016 3:05 PM

42 Andrew Fernie 3/8/2016 2:34 PM

43 Julie Monaghan 3/8/2016 2:01 PM

44 Andrea Driver 3/8/2016 1:44 PM

45 Ian Horsefield 3/8/2016 1:32 PM

46 David Whitfield 3/8/2016 1:29 PM

47 Cameron Lockie 3/8/2016 1:23 PM

48 Jo Brimelow 3/8/2016 1:20 PM

49 Donna Koekemoer 3/8/2016 1:08 PM

50 gwen macready 3/8/2016 12:48 PM

51 Ross Parker 3/8/2016 12:45 PM

52 S Waldron 3/8/2016 12:39 PM

53 Megan Hal 3/8/2016 12:35 PM

54 Susan Hinds 3/8/2016 12:29 PM

55 Blaise Chamberlain 3/8/2016 12:24 PM

56 Kathy Kramer 3/8/2016 12:19 PM

57 Kirsty 3/8/2016 12:19 PM

58 Tisha Bradley 3/8/2016 12:18 PM

59 Brent Wolf 3/8/2016 12:17 PM

60 Emily Eadie 3/8/2016 12:13 PM

61 Leonard Kay 3/8/2016 12:13 PM

62 Philip 3/8/2016 12:12 PM

63 Darren James 3/8/2016 12:10 PM

64 Belinda Langman 3/8/2016 12:10 PM

65 Nova 3/8/2016 12:08 PM

66 lisa 3/8/2016 12:08 PM

67 Rebecca 3/8/2016 12:07 PM

68 Cat Manning 3/8/2016 12:07 PM
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Q2 Club
Answered: 68 Skipped: 0

# Responses Date

1 Titahi Bay 3/29/2016 12:41 PM

2 Midway 3/22/2016 6:01 PM

3 Omanu SLSC 3/22/2016 3:15 PM

4 East End 3/22/2016 9:18 AM

5 Orewa 3/21/2016 7:35 AM

6 East End SLSC 3/18/2016 12:08 PM

7 Maranui Surf Life Saving Club 3/17/2016 8:40 PM

8 Omaha 3/16/2016 1:56 PM

9 Bethells Beach 3/15/2016 7:38 AM

10 Mt Maunganui Life Guard Service Inc 3/14/2016 6:16 PM

11 Piha 3/13/2016 3:40 PM

12 NPOB 3/13/2016 7:13 AM

13 Pacific SLSC 3/10/2016 5:10 PM

14 Mairangi Bay 3/9/2016 8:23 PM

15 East End 3/9/2016 8:11 PM

16 Wainui SLSC 3/9/2016 7:26 PM

17 Piha 3/9/2016 6:23 PM

18 Taylors Mistake 3/9/2016 6:09 PM

19 Piha 3/9/2016 3:00 PM

20 Foxton Beach 3/9/2016 2:53 PM

21 Omanu 3/9/2016 10:51 AM

22 St Kilda 3/9/2016 9:39 AM

23 Worser Bay 3/9/2016 9:22 AM

24 Waikanae 3/9/2016 7:45 AM

25 Whakatane 3/9/2016 7:44 AM

26 Piha 3/9/2016 6:41 AM

27 Eastend 3/8/2016 9:46 PM

28 East End 3/8/2016 9:07 PM

29 Whangamata 3/8/2016 8:58 PM

30 Omanu 3/8/2016 8:45 PM

31 Red beach 3/8/2016 8:06 PM

32 Waikuku Beach Surf Life Saving Club 3/8/2016 8:06 PM

33 Maranui 3/8/2016 7:55 PM

34 bethells beach 3/8/2016 7:54 PM

35 Waipu Cove SLSC 3/8/2016 7:17 PM
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36 St Clair 3/8/2016 7:13 PM

37 Waikanae 3/8/2016 5:18 PM

38 St clair 3/8/2016 4:07 PM

39 Waikanae 3/8/2016 3:41 PM

40 Wainui Surf Club 3/8/2016 3:34 PM

41 Orewa SLSC 3/8/2016 3:05 PM

42 Piha 3/8/2016 2:34 PM

43 Waipu 3/8/2016 2:01 PM

44 Pacific Surf Life Saving Club, Napier 3/8/2016 1:44 PM

45 Westshore 3/8/2016 1:32 PM

46 Wainui 3/8/2016 1:29 PM

47 Orewa 3/8/2016 1:23 PM

48 Fitzroy 3/8/2016 1:20 PM

49 Sumner Surf Life Saving Club 3/8/2016 1:08 PM

50 st clair 3/8/2016 12:48 PM

51 Omanu 3/8/2016 12:45 PM

52 Mnagawhai 3/8/2016 12:39 PM

53 Bethells 3/8/2016 12:35 PM

54 Hot Water Beach 3/8/2016 12:29 PM

55 Waimairi 3/8/2016 12:24 PM

56 Red Beach 3/8/2016 12:19 PM

57 Otaki SLSC 3/8/2016 12:19 PM

58 Taylors Mistake 3/8/2016 12:18 PM

59 St Clair SLSC 3/8/2016 12:17 PM

60 Muriwai 3/8/2016 12:13 PM

61 Ocean Beach Kiwi 3/8/2016 12:13 PM

62 Allan 3/8/2016 12:12 PM

63 Fitzroy 3/8/2016 12:10 PM

64 Orewa 3/8/2016 12:10 PM

65 NPOB 3/8/2016 12:08 PM

66 whangamata 3/8/2016 12:08 PM

67 Mairangi Bay 3/8/2016 12:07 PM

68 Whakatane 3/8/2016 12:07 PM
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83.87% 52

11.29% 7

4.84% 3

Q3 Did the team manager circular and
memos provide you with the information

you required?
Answered: 62 Skipped: 6

Total 62

# If no, what further information did you require? Date

1 there was more information provided in the 2015 year 3/9/2016 8:11 PM

2 The change to naming the boards - could have alleviated massive panic on the day. 3/9/2016 6:23 PM

3 The events where changing as the weekend went on due to conditions , suggest maybe a email update of a live
facebook page feed for changes as the evolve

3/9/2016 2:55 PM

4 Would've been nice to know in advance about the lifeguard on duty with fins and tube prior to event. The naming of
boards, and the bands on kids. I do understand though that this was probably thought of on the first night. Felt that the
first mornings information was alot to get through in such a short time and then to relay that info to my own arena
managers prior to getting kids marshalled was a bit rushed. Maybe night before Managers meeting??

3/9/2016 8:06 AM

5 Live updates of the changing programme, afternoon summary and plan for the following day, early morning changes,
even update of thinking about beach conditions

3/9/2016 7:49 AM

6 Needed more info on what was required for clubs for supervision at the beach. Also needed more info on what was
required of the designated lifeguards from the club in respect to duties and gear to bring.

3/8/2016 9:08 PM

7 what would have been really helpful would have been text messages when events were marshalling. with the
movement up and down the beach for certain ages and not all marshalling calls being put over the main speaker it
made it a bit stressful getting the kids there in time

3/8/2016 2:04 PM

8 The club name on the board should have been more soecific. I named all ours on the back end, only to be told at the
event it needed to be between the handles. This should have been more specific in the memo earlier rather than on
the day. Other than that it was great.

3/8/2016 1:36 PM

Yes

No

Not relevant
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93.55% 58

4.84% 3

1.61% 1

Q4 Was the level of communication prior to
the event adequate?

Answered: 62 Skipped: 6

Total 62

# If no, what additional information did you require Date

1 Not sure that it was communicated before the event that our athletes had to have a qualified life guard with fins and
tube if they went in the water. We are a small clib and we were stretched as it was doing multiple roles as managers.
We would have definitely prepared our manpower differently had we known

3/9/2016 7:26 PM

2 Team manager meetings were at different time on the Surf NZ site 3/9/2016 9:41 AM

3 Please see the above comment. 3/9/2016 8:06 AM

4 Quite minimal txts and Sunday morning change to the grand Cameron could have been communicated the previous
night. This would have made communication to parents whose children were only in this event on the Sunday and
expecting it at the end of the programme easier.

3/8/2016 8:11 PM

5 I wondered if a white board outside each marshalling tent with the current event being marshalled and how many are
going through from that race might assist with stopping numerous parents and managers interrupting the officials with
the same questions all day long.

3/8/2016 12:26 PM

6 We didn't have enough team managers allocated before the event. It would have been helpful to have been told we
needed a team manager for each arena. We only had 1 manager for the U12 and U11 arenas and 1 for the U14 and
U13 arenas. It meant a lot of extra running around between the arenas for the 2 managers.

3/8/2016 12:15 PM

Yes

No

Not relevant
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78.69% 48

3.28% 2

18.03% 11

Q5 Did you receive the information you
required at the team managers meeting?

Answered: 61 Skipped: 7

Total 61

# If no, what additional information did you require Date

1 1. Correct times for following day's meetings 2. Programme changes (e.g. Mixed Grand Cameron ahead of other
events) 3. Venue changes

3/17/2016 8:47 PM

2 Mostly 3/10/2016 5:10 PM

3 as per question 1 3/9/2016 2:55 PM

4 missed meeting second day due to my miss reading email times. But generally yes. Day the U12 arena was shifted
wasn't probably the best either.We however preferred that it was held at that venue and not at Pilot bay or Grove Ave.
Well done.

3/9/2016 8:06 AM

5 I appreciate the oppertunity to have a say. I really dont want to sound critical because as an active competitor for 30
years and large business owner i fully uunderstand the complexities of running such a big event. however it seems the
same mistakes keep been made, hopefully i can be contrructive whilst working within this survey

3/9/2016 7:49 AM

6 our overall team manager attended these meetings and passed on the info. 3/8/2016 7:56 PM

7 However, we missed the meeting on day 2, because there was no communication about the earlier start time. 3/8/2016 7:19 PM

8 Just one of our team managers attended and relayed information to us 3/8/2016 7:14 PM

9 Our Team Manager went then filtered information through to us who were managing different age groups. 3/8/2016 3:43 PM

10 The etxt for grand cameron race to be first thing should have been made the previous night. some athletes not
involved in finals were not required to be there till 8am when we could have had them there at 7am if we had known
the night before.

3/8/2016 1:36 PM

11 Although this often changed within a very short period of time 3/8/2016 12:20 PM

12 Second day meeting was 30 mins prior to that advertised so missed it. No etext received 3/8/2016 12:08 PM

Yes

No

Did not attend
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Answer Choices Responses
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66.07% 37

28.57% 16

5.36% 3

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q6 What was your overall impression of the
standard of officiating at this event?

Answered: 56 Skipped: 12

Total 56

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Officials were really clear and fair when it came to their expectations of the kids. They were great. 3/29/2016 12:56 PM

2 There were sometimes delays which often seem unnecessary 3/22/2016 6:10 PM

3 We all know how challenging these events are and dealing with kids/parents/conditions etc etc. and the officials I saw
in action did an excellent job here. Perhaps not a point for the officials but for the whole event organisation but we had
a situation where the U12 kids had a beach sprint first thing on the Friday morning and the next event for them were
diamond heats I think at about 4.15 pm (a break of about 7 hours) ... not good for the kids .. there has to be a better
way to manage this and to keep them enthused. The best solution was that on the Saturday you had the U12 boys
arena on the Mount side of the blowhole and the U12 girls at Shark Alley .. worked very well for an efficient program
and in ensuring conditions were safe manageable for these kids. Well done here

3/22/2016 3:27 PM

4 officials need to be unbiased, neutral and consistent. saw on multiple occasions where this was not the case, with
competitors and team managers.

3/18/2016 12:26 PM

5 We had Ritchie as arena ref and Mitch as starter as well as with Teri doing the marshaling they made the arena run
smoothly.

3/15/2016 4:32 PM

6 So many of our competitors commented on how amazing the officials were at Oceans - friendly, helpful, encouraging.
The officials were demanding when they needed to be but overall they were really great - and athlete-centric!!!

3/15/2016 7:41 AM

Excellent

Above Average

Average

Below Average

Poor
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7 The officials did an amazing, thankless job day after day with hundreds of kids. I just wish all the spectators could
appreciate this more.

3/13/2016 3:43 PM

8 Marshalling was great, water safety was great 3/9/2016 10:54 AM

9 communication was very poor, the pa system was very un clear and did not reach all parts of the beach. also was not
used consistantly. when a managers meeting was called the meeting had all ready started in many cases. officials
have a tough job but need tobe very approachable and accept the same question to be asked 100 times because the
plan was always changing. its not the team managers fault the programme changes.

3/9/2016 8:04 AM

10 Mostly pretty good. They missed the odd thing like lack of tag in the cameron but you can't see every thing. Main
improvement must be in the area of breaking and keeping back from the start line, we hammer our kids all year and
then they are in tears as lots of others get away with it, happened in many events.

3/8/2016 9:18 PM

11 Waiting around is always a hassle but not sure what can be done if anything :-) 3/8/2016 9:00 PM

12 The officials were great, they kept the kids under control in a fun way and really tried to keep the events flowing. 3/8/2016 7:25 PM

13 I think when setting arenas up - rips should be avoided as tend to be massive disadvantages to the competitors. I
loved the good nature of the officials - some were definitely highlights and I applaud them. We were in the u14. I do
often wonder why the u12/11 arenas are set to the same length for the water events.

3/8/2016 3:57 PM

14 The officials made it so much fun for the children 3/8/2016 3:05 PM

15 super friendly most of the time, great to see dress ups and good banter 3/8/2016 2:07 PM

16 video finish on ipad was very good to clear up placings. 3/8/2016 1:41 PM

17 All officials related well to the children and team managers. They were calm and reassuring to the children. Well done. 3/8/2016 1:28 PM

18 It was fantastic except for the Friday when the U12 had finished their sprints and had about a 4 hour wait until they
could start their water event. The difficulty was every marsheling tent we went to the officials did not know where we
were to go to and we were sent from tent to tent. In the end most of the U12 boys sat in ten 2 that was empty and just
waited until someone could tell us where to go to. It was too long a wait for the boys.

3/8/2016 1:13 PM

19 No check starter at some arenas - beach flags esp. Using qualified officials to put flags in and not where needed.
Athlete focussed is fine as long as the rules are adhered to. If you would have been disqualified at a lower level or
regional competition you should expect to be disqualified at Nationals, this was not always the case, with breaking on
start lines, leaving early on rescues then retreating. The athlete focussed needs to be at the lower level comps too.
Some regional comps have very strict refereeing and Oceans tends to recognised as not necessarily easy but
inconsistent. Generally it was well done as athletes are seeing more and more qualified officials at more carnivals and
there were a greater number at this Oceans than previously.

3/8/2016 12:50 PM

20 This year in particular appeared to run very efficiently, with very few delays and kids not left in tents for long periods
unnecessarily.

3/8/2016 12:21 PM
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Q7 How would you rate the following
aspects of officiating at the event?

Answered: 57 Skipped: 11

Event Manager
(Scott...

Event Manager
(Scott...

Event Safety
Officer (Ros...
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Event Safety
Officer (Ros...

Event Referee
(Simone...

Event Referee
(Simone...

Deputy Event
Referee (Dav...
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Referee (Dav...

Deputy Event
Referee (Dav...

Arena One
(Yellow/U14)...

Arena One
(Yellow/U14)...
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Arena Two
(Orange/U13)...

Arena Two
(Orange/U13)...

Arena Three
(Blue/U12)...

Arena Three
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Arena Three
(Blue/U12)...

Arena Four
(Green/U11)...

Arena Four
(Green/U11)...

General
conduct of...
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 Excellent Above
Average

Average Below
Average

Poor Don't know/Not
relevant

Total

Event Manager (Scott Bicknell) Communication

Event Manager (Scott Bicknell) Conduct

Event Safety Officer (Ross Merrett) Communication

Event Safety Officer (Ross Merrett) Conduct

Event Referee (Simone Spencer) Communication

Event Referee (Simone Spencer) Conduct

Deputy Event Referee (Dave Shanks) Communication

Deputy Event Referee (Dave Shanks) Conduct

Arena One (Yellow/U14) Referee (Teneale Hatton)
Communication

Arena One (Yellow/U14) Referee (Teneale Hatton)
Conduct

Arena Two (Orange/U13) Referee (Richie Whinham)
Communication

Arena Two (Orange/U13) Referee (Richie Whinham)
Conduct

Arena Three (Blue/U12) Referee (Jess Limbrick)
Communication

Arena Three (Blue/U12) Referee (Jess Limbrick) Conduct

Arena Four (Green/U11) Referee (Jacob Davies)
Communication

Arena Four (Green/U11) Referee (Jacob Davies) Conduct

General conduct of officials
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100.00% 47

0.00% 0

Q8 If you had a one on one interaction with
an arena referee(s) were you satisfied with

the interaction? Please provide further
feedback on this interaction.

Answered: 47 Skipped: 21

Total 47

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Sorry as above can't comment on any other than Scott Bicknell as I was a part-timer at OA .. but he impresses with
his manner, getting across the messages and his understanding of this being about all kids (and not just the super
athletes) present . Top job

3/22/2016 3:27 PM

2 Jacob Davies, understanding, courteous, helpful. 3/18/2016 12:26 PM

3 He informed all the Managers if there were changes to the programme, very approachable and easy to communicate
with.

3/15/2016 4:32 PM

4 Gave me time to talk and clarified our question 3/9/2016 6:25 PM

5 Jacob in the under 11 arena did great job 3/9/2016 10:54 AM

6 Jess communicated course changes well. Jess was open to questions and overall communication flowed well. 3/9/2016 9:37 AM

7 as a team manager there was no oppertunty to get to know these people on a first name bases. they were so busy
they were often un approachable. they were all working very hard, communicated what they knew very well and came
across very professional

3/9/2016 8:04 AM

8 Referees were very approachable and easy to discuss things with. 3/8/2016 9:18 PM

9 Anytime we need info they were always helpful 3/8/2016 9:00 PM

10 Jacob was great. I offered support from a first aid perspective as the waves and boards for the U11 was a bit of a risk.
So i interacted more with him than others would have. He was great in calling the managers together for updates and
discussing moves to keep our children safe

3/8/2016 3:05 PM

11 All issues were listened to and a clear explanation was given. 3/8/2016 1:28 PM

12 Richie was fantastic - his interaction with the athletes was spot on. He kept everything moving along, kept everyone
informed and had great starts!

3/8/2016 12:40 PM

Satisfied

Not satisfied
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Answer Choices Responses
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Not satisfied
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13 A team managers meeting was called and a decision was made that the boys diamond quarters will be brought
forward and run before the girls heats. All team managers agreed with this providing none of the athletes in the last
two heats would run in the first race, this was the agreed condition and was not followed. This could have seriously
impacted on our athletes chances of getting though to the next round. Our event referee was very sympathetic and
gave them as long a rest as she could. HOWEVER, this was not what was agreed.

3/8/2016 12:26 PM
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100.00% 36

0.00% 0

Q9 If you had a one on one interaction with
the event referee or deputy event referee
were you satisfied with this interaction?

Please provide feedback on this interaction.
Answered: 36 Skipped: 32

Total 36

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Professional. The Event coordinators/ Managers appear to have poor knowledge on childrens athletic recovery times
and the fact that kids reserves and ability to keep performing and racing is NOT the same as an adult athlete or Elite
athlete. There needs to be more flexibilty. Most of these kids were wanting to compete and do every event. We dont
have specialised athletes at this age. Some kids excel in both water and land.

3/9/2016 8:23 AM

2 did not know who was who 3/9/2016 8:04 AM

3 I think they are both great. 3/8/2016 3:05 PM

Satisfied

Not satisfied
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Answer Choices Responses

Satisfied

Not satisfied
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75.00% 42

25.00% 14

3.57% 2

0.00% 0

Q10 Do you think that the officials
displayed an 'athlete focused' approach?

Answered: 56 Skipped: 12

Total Respondents: 56  

# Please give examples Date

1 The Blue and White team were fantastic. Once the athletes were in their care we have no complaints at all. Huge
thank you from us.

3/29/2016 12:56 PM

2 I think sometimes athletes are kept waiting unnecessarily 3/22/2016 6:10 PM

3 if held up and kept in marshalling tent (esp U14), managers known to officials allowed to feed/water athletes, other
clubs named and shamed and told to leave

3/18/2016 12:26 PM

4 On Day 2 had opportunity to set up 4 arenas for all age groups which meant long waiting times for the athletes. On
Day 3 the U12 arenas were moved on the understanding that it was temporary but then they did not return until the
end of the day. This meant that all athletes had inadequate shelter and water. One of our parents spent over $270 and
purchased a new tent to combat the sun shade issue. The separation of age groups was not ideal from a team
management and bonding perspective.

3/17/2016 8:58 PM

5 As per my comments above. To have our athletes comment on the officials and how good they were , says it all. 3/15/2016 7:41 AM

6 Communicated changes to the course, the reasons why and how it was going to be fair for ALL competitors. 3/9/2016 9:37 AM

Always

Sometimes

Not often

Never
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7 I was very concerned at the lack of insight into how some of these 10-14 yr olds actually cope with that amount of
racing back to back. Not all swimmers are pool athletes. To race 3-4 tube events then board race then 2-3 surf races is
completely ridiculous. They are children. If a Team manger is concerned enough to approach try and be flexible and
accommodate requests. Get the team mangers together and ask opinions. I saw many exhausted and spent kids from
all clubs not just our own.

3/9/2016 8:23 AM

8 officals worked very well with the kids, just sometimes in tolerant to managers questions 3/9/2016 8:04 AM

9 the Mt is now a shore break. Seniors were seriously injured in ERCs . U14 events should not be held here again. 3/9/2016 6:44 AM

10 day 3 move to the end of the beach, good clear head example in the under 12 tube rescue when beach markers were
wrong and qualifiers stood with a rerun for others.

3/8/2016 9:18 PM

11 Thought under 12 conditions for board races were way beyond lots of athletes limits thought it should of been moved
for safety first.

3/8/2016 5:21 PM

12 Setting the swim cans in a rip for the tube rescue. Also the buoy line was easy a longer swim than alongside in the
boys arena.

3/8/2016 3:57 PM

13 They were very aware of the challenges for our children and ensured that they were safe while competing 3/8/2016 3:05 PM

14 great atmosphere in the marshalling tents, fun and engaged. 3/8/2016 1:41 PM

15 Moving the U12 Diamond race during heats was disruptive, changes to programme schedules appeared more related
to logistics of moving cans/arenas than allowing athletes the best circumstance to race. sprints and relays doubled up
rather than separated by the surf race.

3/8/2016 1:36 PM

16 I do think the officials tried to make the events as fair as possible 3/8/2016 1:29 PM

17 As 3/8/2016 12:50 PM

18 Did think it was difficult for some athletes who were in the last heat of the diamond and then ended up being in the first
quarter final of the diamond - if that could be more even for all that would work better.

3/8/2016 12:30 PM

19 By being concise and assertive, the athletes were all aware of the officials expectations and were able to behave
appropriately. There were no negative comments or feelings about any of our arena officials.

3/8/2016 12:21 PM
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Q11 Please take the time to make any other
comments about officiating:

Answered: 31 Skipped: 37

# Responses Date

1 Some of the delays on the second day (especially in Under 12 arena) were so long that kids had to wait more than 6
hours between one event finishing and the next marshalling. As no communication was coming through the kids had
to be "up" mentally and physically for far too long and by race time they were shattered and below their best, which is
unfortunate for the amount of work they had put in through out the season. Not really an officiating complaint as a
scheduling/communication complaint.

3/29/2016 12:56 PM

2 Great to see so many enjoying themselves and dressing up 3/22/2016 6:10 PM

3 At times, seemed a little too relaxed in regards to rules and monitoring of races. 3/18/2016 12:26 PM

4 We had an incident on Day 3 where a parent from another club intervened in a tussle between their athlete and ours
and in the interim upset both athletes. The officials handled the situation very well with the athletes shaking hands
before their next race and deservedly told off the interfering parent .

3/17/2016 8:58 PM

5 Overall the general officiating was good, just maybe need to consider a bit more focus on what was occurring during
the race at the bouys, a lot of dirty racing this year out in the water, rounding bouys, even had a few races where
athletes cut cans but no one watching in the IRB's so couldn't be dealt with.

3/14/2016 6:21 PM

6 Thank you Surf Lifesaving NZ for running an awesome event! 3/13/2016 3:43 PM

7 Overall very happy with officiating. Sometimes to fair, I am aware of one team in u12tube rescue never actually went
around the bouy, came home in third and went through to semi's, officials gave them a warning, not fair as the rules
are rules, aware some teams were dissapointed. Also I believe we have the technology have a ipad or two at each
finish for boards, swim, etc there were some extremely tight finishes and going on the naked eye and pointing who got
first, mistakes will be made and were made. They need to be available throughout heats not just finals.

3/13/2016 7:21 AM

8 Arena 4 officials were outstanding with their paitence and sense of humor. Arena 3 officials were a little more stressed
out

3/9/2016 7:27 PM

9 I know the draw is computer generated but when a club has 3 competitors in an event and there are 10 heats it's
difficult to accept when 2 are drawn in the same heat. Surely adjustments could be made in this sort of example.

3/9/2016 6:24 PM

10 maybe the call to put the u11 out on boards should have been moved down the beach earlier , was very lucky that
there was no major injury

3/9/2016 3:19 PM

11 I believe you need to have an RB following the participants in their semi and final faces, to make sure no interference
from other participants occur. There was one boy in the U12's heats and semi final of the surf race who was tugging at
other participants legs and dunking heads as they swam the race.

3/9/2016 9:37 AM

12 Generally the officiating was great things move on well. Unsure why another arena wasnt set up for thr U12's and
U13's for diamond ? These kids sat around for nearly 2 hours.

3/9/2016 8:23 AM

13 possibly need to respect some managers know what they are doing and have a depth of experience in surf sport. just
got the impression we were the stupid ones when really it was just very difficult keeping up with the ever changing
programme. for example i was a team manager of under 12 boys and girls. when our arena got split i was really
chalanged to work in 2 arenas. officials gave no consideration to this situation, were even rude about it.

3/9/2016 8:04 AM

14 Any change of events could be shared over the main speaker? Not just the arena tent, nearly missed a couple of
marshalling calls due to changes made after morning meetings.

3/8/2016 9:51 PM

15 Under 14 Marshall was excellent thanks 3/8/2016 8:17 PM

16 Very approachable 3/8/2016 7:57 PM

17 In general they were great and really kept the event flowing. There was very little information communicated via text
which was a little disappointing, I only received 4 messages over the course of the whole event.

3/8/2016 7:25 PM

18 Amazing event for the numbers competing - focus could be on how to keep these kids into the senior Comp. I do
wonder if more team events and shorter achievable courses could be considered. The officials do an amazingly job
voluntarily - long days.

3/8/2016 3:57 PM

19 I think all the officials and volunteers go above and beyond and are a credit to "In It For Life" 3/8/2016 3:38 PM
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20 I felt that this was the best oceans that I have been too. The atmosphere was great, the children enjoyed themselves,
there was minimal disqualifications which demonstrated that the officials knew how to start and manage arenas.

3/8/2016 3:05 PM

21 Fantastic event and awesome few days 3/8/2016 1:50 PM

22 In the U11 group it was sad to see the board semi moved to an area of the beach with no waves - the day of heats
saw lots of incompetent boarders not get through, but by semis waves would have been advantageous

3/8/2016 1:29 PM

23 Officials were clear in giving instruction to children and adults. They had time for the children and kept them in the loop
with what they wanted them to do.

3/8/2016 1:28 PM

24 Great officiating. Well done 3/8/2016 1:13 PM

25 See above statement. 3/8/2016 12:50 PM

26 An ama I got event with smashing officials. A big thank you to the team in U13 arena 2 who did an amazing job every
day.

3/8/2016 12:30 PM

27 Thank you for operating another well organised national event for our junior athletes. With the numbers increasing
each year, and safety being paramount, the organisation team and safety officers have again done a great job. By
keeping the team managers briefing meetings short and concise, there was never any doubt as to your expectations
and no reason for any of us to not carry out your instructions or changes accordingly!

3/8/2016 12:21 PM

28 The officials and the communication was excellent on the whole. U12 and U11s being moved down the beach made
communication harder generally but they dealt with it very well. It was impressively relaxed at Shark Alley, thank you.

3/8/2016 12:21 PM

29 Generally a well run event that we could not fault. There are always going to be niggles with an event of this size - but
nothing to get worked up over. Getting tents and gear on and off the beach and set up was easy. I thought getting
TMs to Marshall athletes was great - really easy for all involved and helped the smooth flow of races. Congratulations
on a well run Oceans.

3/8/2016 12:21 PM

30 Overall I was very satisfied 3/8/2016 12:20 PM

31 Terry? in the under 13 marshling tent did a fantastic job 3/8/2016 12:14 PM
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Q12 Where did your club stay?
Answered: 53 Skipped: 15

# Responses Date

1 Mixture between Apartments and Campground 3/29/2016 12:58 PM

2 Various locations as organised by individual families 3/21/2016 7:42 AM

3 each family found own accomodation 3/18/2016 12:28 PM

4 A variety of motels and family/friend acommodation. 3/17/2016 8:59 PM

5 Private Accomodation 3/16/2016 1:59 PM

6 Spread out in the Mount 3/15/2016 4:33 PM

7 40 of us spread amongst four different houses - booked through Book a Bach 3/15/2016 7:43 AM

8 Locals so stay at home 3/14/2016 6:21 PM

9 Mt Maunganui Holiday Park Campground4 3/13/2016 3:46 PM

10 Atrium Apartments and Atlas Suite and Apartments 3/13/2016 7:24 AM

11 backpackers 3/10/2016 5:16 PM

12 Oceanside Resort 3/9/2016 7:28 PM

13 Everywhere - several in camping ground 3/9/2016 6:26 PM

14 Papamoa East 3/9/2016 6:24 PM

15 Cousy Corner 3/9/2016 3:27 PM

16 Campground,motels hotels and private accomadation 3/9/2016 3:04 PM

17 Stayed separately - hired house, apartments or camping 3/9/2016 9:38 AM

18 Atrium appartments 3/9/2016 8:25 AM

19 all over the place 3/9/2016 8:04 AM

20 Hotels to Campgrounds 3/9/2016 6:45 AM

21 Individual arrangements 3/8/2016 9:52 PM

22 mixed, we stayed at Pavillion 3/8/2016 9:19 PM

23 Friend, camping ground and motels/hotels 3/8/2016 9:01 PM

24 Various motels and campground 3/8/2016 8:25 PM

25 Papamoa Beach Resort 3/8/2016 8:12 PM

26 shared 3x holiday houses , 1x family chose to camp 3/8/2016 8:05 PM

27 Own accommodation 3/8/2016 7:59 PM

28 We hired a private house 3/8/2016 7:27 PM

29 Individual places 3/8/2016 7:17 PM

30 Atrium 3/8/2016 5:22 PM

31 Atrium Apartments 3/8/2016 3:58 PM

32 Oceanside apartments 3/8/2016 3:39 PM

33 multiple sites (camp ground / private accomodation / apartments / hotels / motels) 3/8/2016 3:05 PM

34 Mt Maunganui beachside camp 3/8/2016 2:37 PM

35 private house 3/8/2016 2:07 PM
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36 Papamoa south-127 Karewa Parade 3/8/2016 1:53 PM

37 Pacific Coast Backpackers 3/8/2016 1:51 PM

38 various book a batch, friends, tents, caravans. 3/8/2016 1:43 PM

39 Oceanside 3/8/2016 1:36 PM

40 Atrium 3/8/2016 1:30 PM

41 Individual accomendation 3/8/2016 1:29 PM

42 With family and one group in private accommodation 3/8/2016 1:14 PM

43 Spread around 3/8/2016 12:51 PM

44 Home :) 3/8/2016 12:47 PM

45 Private accommodation 3/8/2016 12:40 PM

46 Bookabach 3/8/2016 12:38 PM

47 Private house 3/8/2016 12:32 PM

48 Individual accomodation booked my maunganui 3/8/2016 12:30 PM

49 Oceanside, twin towers, Mt Maunganui camp ground, various other apartments and motels. 3/8/2016 12:24 PM

50 Mount Maunganui 3/8/2016 12:22 PM

51 Blue Wave Motel 3/8/2016 12:22 PM

52 separate places 3/8/2016 12:21 PM

53 Ocean Grove 3/8/2016 12:15 PM
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15.91% 7

18.18% 8

11.36% 5

22.73% 10

31.82% 14

Q13 What was the cost per person, per
night?

Answered: 44 Skipped: 24

Total 44
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13.21% 7

69.81% 37

16.98% 9

Q14 Did your club, group cater or self
cater?

Answered: 53 Skipped: 15

Total 53
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87.27% 48

16.36% 9

3.64% 2

0.00% 0

12.73% 7

0.00% 0

Q15 How did your club travel to the venue?
Answered: 55 Skipped: 13

Total Respondents: 55  
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46.94% 23

16.33% 8

14.29% 7

8.16% 4

14.29% 7

Q16 What was the approximate cost of
travel per person return?

Answered: 49 Skipped: 19

Total 49
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50.91% 28

49.09% 27

Q17 Does your club assist athletes to meet
costs?

Answered: 55 Skipped: 13

Total 55

# If yes, what type of subsidies to you offer? Date

1 half of entry fee paid by club. 3/18/2016 12:28 PM

2 We fundraised the whole amount to pay for all of the athletes registrations, uniforms, accommodation and food while
at Oceans. We only had 18 competitors but raised over $6,000 to pay for it.

3/15/2016 7:43 AM

3 Club paid entry fee for each athlete. Individuals topped this up by $25 to cover cost of t-shirts, money toward fuel
vouchers for trailer towing vehicle, group pizza night on Saturday.

3/13/2016 3:46 PM

4 Athletes pay for entry fee, club applys for funding for travel and accomodation, at end shortfall is divided amongst all
and this year cost per 20 odd families for accomodation $250 for the four nights total.

3/13/2016 7:24 AM

5 Cost of registration 3/10/2016 5:16 PM

6 Club pays the entry fee and the rest is a bit of sponsorship and user pays 3/9/2016 6:26 PM

7 Costs of travel and accommodation all subsidised 3/9/2016 6:24 PM

8 fund raising & donations from business for food vouchers 3/9/2016 3:27 PM

9 Entrance fee 3/9/2016 9:38 AM

10 This year only 50% of the entry fees. No other costs were subsidized 3/9/2016 8:25 AM

11 club pays entry fee 3/9/2016 8:04 AM

12 entries paid for. 3/8/2016 9:19 PM

13 Athletes and parents did a lot of fund raising activities and this covered much of the cost of accommodation for athletes
and coach and all of entry fees

3/8/2016 8:12 PM

14 junior club fundraised to pay for entry fees,accomadation,oceans t shirt and hat,energy food and drink during the day. 3/8/2016 8:05 PM

15 Competition entry fee, accommodation assistance 3/8/2016 7:27 PM

16 The entry fee was paid and board transport subsidised 3/8/2016 7:17 PM

17 Paid entry fees for individuals 3/8/2016 5:22 PM
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No
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18 Entry fees 3/8/2016 2:37 PM

19 accommodation and fuel plus paid entry fees 3/8/2016 2:07 PM

20 Funding application applied to assist with cost to attend this event. Club expectation that each athlete to contribution
$250.00 and then if short fall in funding application then athlete to pay difference to make up short fall. Cost to club to
send a group of athletes and team managers to this event including:-flights, minivan hire and petrol for same,
accommodation, entries, transport of equipment comes to a total = $15,289.50.

3/8/2016 1:53 PM

21 Funding and fundraising 3/8/2016 1:30 PM

22 Our club does provide assistance if needed to enable all athletes to attend the event - this was not required this year. 3/8/2016 12:40 PM

23 Fundraising covered all costs except food and travel 3/8/2016 12:38 PM

24 Club paid entry fee for all athletes. Paid for coaches so parents did not have to pay. 3/8/2016 12:21 PM
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42.86% 24

46.43% 26

8.93% 5

1.79% 1

0.00% 0

Q18 How would you rate the event
management during the event?

Answered: 56 Skipped: 12

Total 56

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Event was great. Only issue for us was day 2. Really professional looking and a great advert for Surf Lifesaving. Only
complaint would be scheduling.... sprints an the morning meant that Water Arenas weren't used..... may be sprints
after water would work better leading up to a finals hour where all finals are run with all clubs and athletes being able
to cheer on would make a better end to one of the days?

3/29/2016 1:15 PM

2 Every time I had a question, it was well handled and people went out of their way to find out the answer. The only day
that was tricky was the day of the diamond when our athletes had a five hour wait between events - fair to say that
everyone got a bit fed up on that day.

3/15/2016 7:45 AM

3 Only one issue: The U12 boys races on Friday: Beach sprints at 8:15am then the next race was at 4:30pm which was
difficult.

3/9/2016 9:41 AM

4 This is hard because its such a huge event . refer to other comments. Must give a great applause for NOT doing any
events at Pilot Bay. Above average compared to past Oceans

3/9/2016 8:29 AM

5 the biggest problem with the event was the arena set up. more discussion with the mount locals should be had to
decide the best places to set up arenas. mooving arena in mid event is a real challenge and can be avoided with
better decission making early. for example day 2 the sea was perfect low tide glassy 1m swell. we spent all morning
doing beach events then did under 12 diamonds on high tide shore dump in the afternoon. also set arena 3 up on the
apex of the beach which to any eye was clearly the most dangerous.

3/9/2016 8:18 AM
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6 Day 2. B Group had 4 hours between events 3/9/2016 6:47 AM

7 only challenge was with the Diamond Race for the U12's. I understand it was for safety reasons it got shifted around
but it meant our athlete had to wait 7 hours after the beach sprint until it was finally marshalled. It's hard to keep 11
year olds focused, awake etc and we couldn't leave the beach incase there was a last minute change.

3/8/2016 2:15 PM

8 There needed to be ore text alerts to main team manger about when events chaining and times of these changes. U12
spent majority of Friday waiting around following beach sprints (4-5hours) for their diamond heats and quarters to then
have to do semis the following day-only 2 arena working and could have had another one gigot speed up this process
and not waiting around. Communication as to when and which arena this event was gigot o be in was also very
confusing.

3/8/2016 1:56 PM

9 Managing nearly 900 children is huge and they did a fantastic job! 3/8/2016 1:31 PM

10 I think we could have made better use of the sprint track on Friday for the C group girls while the C group boys were
completing their racing - they sat around for 2-3 hours while the sprint track was vacant. I also think we could have
made a decision on the timing of the grand Cameron on the Saturday night (first or last event on Sunday) so athletes
could be informed of timing and make arrangements to pack up accommodation, etc Other than those couple of things
I think it was a well run event

3/8/2016 12:41 PM
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57.14% 32

26.79% 15

14.29% 8

0.00% 0

1.79% 1

Q19 How would you rate the event safety
management during the event?

Answered: 56 Skipped: 12

Total 56

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 You guys made some great calls moving Arena's to better suit the athlete's in some challenging conditions. Found not
having a central set free water play/warm-up area strange as it meant Ross had to play Police man not event safety
manager.... could ask each club to supply two lifeguards for a 1 or 2 hour rostered slot for swimming area .

3/29/2016 1:15 PM

2 Seemed really good. 3/15/2016 7:45 AM

3 Still a lack of consultation with those that use the beach everyday, We at the MMLGS patrol the beach and train on it
daily, however no consultation around beach safety, what is happening with the beach, rips. This was highlighted
when the decision was made to move to Grove Ave and then reversed, we are clubbies there to help.

3/14/2016 6:25 PM

4 In relation to naming of boards, I do not believe that this was clear enough. A number of our boards all have NPOB on
them near the tail with the manufactuers and safety sticker. Hence I did not rename them. Yet this was not good
enough, if you want the boards named up between the handles then this needs to be addressed prior to the event,
with the correct position of the name etc.

3/13/2016 7:28 AM

5 While we agree with the intent of the safety management some of the implentation was a little abrasive. We do
understand rhat it is a thankless job

3/9/2016 7:28 PM

6 Big dumping shore break could gave called for a lifeguard in this area - IRB no use here, 3/9/2016 6:31 PM

7 felt the board events should have been moved earlier for the kids safety 3/9/2016 4:39 PM
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8 Over the top safe. But it is kids we are talking about so well done. 3/9/2016 8:29 AM

9 we need to be carefull as a sport not to take the sport out of our sport. just because australians make a safety rule
doesnt mean we have too. the ruscue tube and fins thing was over the top. accidents will happen and when they do
the rescue will be done from the water by a fellow competitor/athlete. the biggest safety issue was the selection of
arenas. (shore dump)

3/9/2016 8:18 AM

10 Serious shore break. U14 events should not be held here 3/9/2016 6:47 AM

11 As previously stated a bit more info on what is required as supervision. we typically dont turn up at others beach and
then decide to throw on SLSNZ gear in the middle of a patrolled beach. We supervised but not in uniform.

3/8/2016 9:22 PM

12 Good being safe but very hard having to provide lifeguard with tube and fins every time warm up etc during day as
most of lifeguards were coachs and managers so were busy with carnival

3/8/2016 8:27 PM

13 Generally very good but just thought under 12 girls board should of been moved to different part of beach 3/8/2016 5:25 PM

14 I do think a safer beach would be more appropriate- however understand the logistics of changing. Maybe running this
alongside the senior nationals could reduce costs. E.g. Sat Sun Mon & Tues oceans then Thurs-Sunday senior Comp.

3/8/2016 4:13 PM

15 it was clear safety was at the forefront of the officials. Day 1 saw a lot of injuries in first aid with the shore break in the
board races and that definitely improved as the week went on wit the changes implemented

3/8/2016 2:15 PM

16 I'm not sure that the requirement for lifeguards for all practice sessions purely a safety decision as much as shifting
liability in the event of something going wrong.

3/8/2016 1:42 PM

17 All communication and actions were based on the safety of the children. Well done. 3/8/2016 1:31 PM

18 For events excellent but warm ups had potentially up to 100 athletes in the water at a time going in and out of the
same arena. There were no number limits just life guards present. If athletes went out in one arena and then came in
another arena there shouldn't be anyone facing each other at top of waves.

3/8/2016 1:11 PM

19 Under 11s ran two heats before moving further down the beach which wasn't so fair to those first two heats but it was
good to see the ongoing reaction to the conditions and being prepared to change locations if needed

3/8/2016 12:41 PM
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Q20 How would you rate the following
aspects of event and safety management

team at the event?
Answered: 53 Skipped: 15

Event Manager
(Scott...

Event Manager
(Scott...

Event Safety
Officer (Ros...
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# Please feel free to provide more detail: Date

1 There was no notification on Day 2 that the team manager's debrief was 1/2 an hour earlier than what was originally
communicated. Therefore missed this debrief.

3/17/2016 9:03 PM

2 Club manager dealt with Event mangers, not the team managers 3/9/2016 9:41 AM

3 every one did their jods really well again there was no oppertunity to know these people by name 3/9/2016 8:18 AM

4 There needed to be more communication about the change in Arena for u12's on day 3. We were told that the arena
had moved over the loud speaker and to sort out logistics to get the boards down the beach, but there was no further
announcement about the events starting.

3/8/2016 7:33 PM

5 Overall the event was very well run and safety seemed a top priority - I was impressed as a first time parent, manager
and coach.

3/8/2016 12:41 PM
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66.67% 36

3.70% 2

29.63% 16

Q21 Did the first aid staff provide an
adequate service at Oceans'?

Answered: 54 Skipped: 14

Total 54

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Each time we went to their marquee there was never anyone there. Thankfully we had our own ice and basic first aid
kits with us.

3/17/2016 9:03 PM

2 Overall very good 3/14/2016 6:25 PM

3 didn't neede to use them but heard no complaints 3/8/2016 8:07 PM

4 We had our own nurses to provide first aid as part of our team. The Mt beach is dangerous and as one of the nurses I
felt with slot of cuts and minor lacerations esp from shells at low tide. I am surprised that no one was seriously injured
due to the horrific shore break - the kids were amazing that took it on.

3/8/2016 4:13 PM

5 I think that you need to have more accessible first aid in the actual arenas. 3/8/2016 3:06 PM

6 we ended up in first aid with a nasty graze from the shore break and apart from ice there was nothing they could
offer. I managed to find some nurofen and Vaseline myself but i would have thought first aid would have been able to
help more. They were very friendly.

3/8/2016 2:15 PM

7 Outstanding. 3/8/2016 1:31 PM

8 We had two fairly serious incidents with two of our U13 athletes. The first aid staff were excellent in both cases,
coming to assist immediately, and administering as appropriate.

3/8/2016 12:24 PM

Yes

No

Not relevant
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15.09% 8

73.58% 39

11.32% 6

Q22 Was the introduction of On-Call
Lifeguard Ratio a barrier to your club's

participation at Oceans'?
Answered: 53 Skipped: 15

Total 53

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Highly commend you on including this. We were completely on board with this. 3/17/2016 9:03 PM

2 Not this year, but may be a problem in the future. Also requiring club guards to watch kids "play" between events
meant most of our kids never got a chance to play as the guards we brought down are also our coaches who were
busy coaching. Would it be possible for the Mount to provide guards in a particular area where athletes can "play"
between events??

3/13/2016 3:48 PM

3 Refer to previous comment. 3/9/2016 7:28 PM

4 in house realisation that not appropriate to have a coach as this same person. We nearly missed marshalling twice
because coach being the guard at waters edege. We are a small club and often same people do all the jobs so need to
re-think this for next year.

3/9/2016 6:31 PM

5 Club manager to comment 3/9/2016 9:41 AM

6 this made warm ups difficult and took the fun out of play time 3/9/2016 8:18 AM

7 Not this year as one of our coaches/parents is a lifeguard, however this was a lucky coincidence. For clubs with
smaller numbers of competitors it might be a barrier in the future, especially as they will require a lifeguard on the
beach when the kids are warming up etc.

3/8/2016 7:33 PM

8 it's part of safety - hard to judge those that need support and those kids that are more than competent. Not sure need
each spitter to have a tube and Fins - as if weren't at the tent made it tough. Placing a lifeguard to be overall guard
with a flagged area, board area would be more reasonable and ask for parent / lifeguard spotters.

3/8/2016 4:13 PM

Yes

No

Not relevant
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9 This is a struggle as this is a junior event. We had two athletes who had completed their Life guard training although
they were not counted in our numbers. This is a challenge that I am keen explore further with the club because our
non refreshed parents are not keen to refresh and patrol becuase they have young family commitments. I would like to
see our club allow the junior surf hours count (not as official patrol hours) but as an exemption to a formal patrol to
engage the parents to refresh and be available to provide support for the junior surf athletes.

3/8/2016 3:06 PM

10 Not really a barrier but was difficult to find lifeguards. 3/8/2016 1:31 PM

11 We did not have anyone that could have done this role due to some of our parents pulling out last minute. However we
had under 10 competitors so did not need to supply a lifeguard. I think it was a great idea though.

3/8/2016 1:16 PM

12 for the under 11- 12 I understand the safty issue. The under 13 and 14 were capable in the conditions. If the surf was
bigger then across the board is acceptable. This needs to be assessed every day.

3/8/2016 12:51 PM

13 Got plenty of notice of this so had time to organise in advance 3/8/2016 12:41 PM

14 No prior knowledge of this an consequently flying from Christchurch meant we didn't have adult fins on hand. 3/8/2016 12:32 PM

15 only because due to our small numbers we didn't need to provide a lifeguard. 3/8/2016 12:30 PM

16 It would have been good to have more information about this before the event began. We would have registered more
lifeguards to bring with us.

3/8/2016 12:25 PM

17 we had coaches and/or parents who could fulfil this at no extra cost. 3/8/2016 12:23 PM
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96.23% 51

3.77% 2

0.00% 0

Q23 Did you feel that your athletes were
safe at Oceans'?

Answered: 53 Skipped: 15

Total 53

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Challenged and Safe. Well done 3/29/2016 1:15 PM

2 Yes definitely during the competition and we made sure that we had our own water safety well covered when our
athletes weren't competiting.

3/15/2016 7:45 AM

3 except for the board events for U11 & 12's 3/9/2016 4:39 PM

4 Just concern with recovery rate and race turn around times 3/9/2016 8:29 AM

5 not when forced to race in the shore dump 3/9/2016 8:18 AM

6 Only time felt unsafe was under 12 girls board session quite few children didn't get out on shore break and some
rescued by IRB

3/8/2016 5:25 PM

7 Nature is unpredictable - this beach is not a great beach and there are multiple beaches around NZ that this event
could be run - not just for the kids that are confide in these conditions but for the kids who are trying to build up their
confidence. I do wonder if this has the effect of massive drop outs when kids become seniors.

3/8/2016 4:13 PM

8 I think some risk is accepted as a part of participation in events and in lifesaving as a sport. (indeed any sport). That
risk is well managed and understood by athletes.

3/8/2016 1:42 PM

9 Didn't let them in when warm up arenas were very full, didn't have enough spare boards or bodies to cope with
accidents.

3/8/2016 1:11 PM

10 Very safe very well looked after 3/8/2016 12:32 PM

11 At all times! 3/8/2016 12:24 PM
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Not relevant
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Q24 How would you rate the following
aspects of the event programme?

Answered: 51 Skipped: 17

Number of days

Start time
each day

Finish time
each day

Scheduling of
races

Arena layout
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4
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50

# Please add more detail with regard to programming: Date

1 Under 12's Huge delays.... commented on this above. 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

2 when arenas were changed, placement initially not thought out well, i.e. varying conditions from one side of arena to
the other. very long event, possibility of going back to 3 days instead of 4.

3/18/2016 1:02 PM

3 Day 1 was light for athletes who were only doing water events. Day 2 resulted in many athletes signing in at 6:45am
and then if they were not in any board rescue or beach events, not competing in their first race until 5:15pm! Day 3
then saw a ridiculously high workload had by many athletes. For e.g. the womens tube rescue of 4 swims followed by
board races, surf races and board relays. Day 4 the swap of the mixed cameron to the beginning of the day ahead of
the individual events was not regarded as a good move for some of our athletes who were competing in all 3 individual
finals immediately afterwards. Also the previous day's races contributed to some of our athletes not achieving some of
their end goals and for them it was very disappointing.

3/17/2016 9:47 PM

4 The day when the rescheduling of the diamond happened and the U13 boys were all put through first so they could go
to the sprint track meant a 5 hour wait between events for our U13 girls. That day in particular was confusing and
challenging for people and that was the day that I fielded the most feedback from parents and athletes. The U14 girls
also spent 1.5 hours in the marshalling tent waiting for the start of the diamond which was not so great. Also the need
to have the names of the club written on the boards for the 'missing at sea' procedure should have been signaled
earlier than at the actual event (this comment belongs in the event safety section). We have the Bethells tower on our
boards so easily identifiable for us but didn't have the name so that was a mad scramble to get that done on the day of
the board events.

3/15/2016 7:53 AM

Excellent Appropriate but room for improvement Poor

Don't know/Not relevant

Management of
programme...
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Arena layout

Management of programme changes
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5 Believe we need to completely review the programme, Saturday is now a killer day with some athletes racing 12 times
on Saturday, way to much.

3/14/2016 6:35 PM

6 The event management did the best possible job based on the varying surf and safety conditions. 3/13/2016 4:03 PM

7 The intial layout of having pop up tents, I believe that this would have never worked out.The lay out of all the club tents
was much better this year.

3/13/2016 7:53 AM

8 Grand Cameron info needed to be earlier. We had people waiting in limbo - sleep in or not ! 3/9/2016 6:43 PM

9 more ways of advising of arena changes to the printed copys 3/9/2016 4:41 PM

10 Scheduling of races: U12 boys on Friday, too long to wait between races. 3/9/2016 9:47 AM

11 Loved the beach flags layout.And the 2 km along the tents. Grand Cameron was well thought of doing it in morning.
Only main poor management was the huge lenght of time delay from beach sprints of U12 and diamond heats and
semis. Surf races shouldve had more on the start line. Still wonder why we cant run board all the way through to
semis on the same day?? 3rd day is just too big?

3/9/2016 8:48 AM

12 the programme was good more focus on arena selectionn taking into account sea breeze and tides so we can stick to
the program. try never to move areans. keep an age group and managers in one arena all day then communication is
made simple.

3/9/2016 8:34 AM

13 Day 2. lots of waiting, enough said. 3/8/2016 9:31 PM

14 A very long wait in day 2 for b group between sprints and diamond 3/8/2016 8:34 PM

15 Team managers meeting on the second day was 1/2 hour earlier than in schedule and therefore we missed it. This
was unfortunate but we did receive an update when we turned up at 7.30

3/8/2016 8:21 PM

16 Some thought needs to be given to the timing of events, especially for events like the Diamond when the heats,
quarters and semis were all held within 2 hours, that's fine for the flags & sprints but not water events.

3/8/2016 7:43 PM

17 There is often a lot of down time which could be utilised to ensure the programme runs smoothly. With so much parent
support there could be nominations from clubs to be able to provide extra help if - when needed, just to ensure
programme changes can be officiated adequately.

3/8/2016 4:28 PM

18 just the delay in the u12 diamond race was too long and meant it changed the mental status of the kids by 5.00pm
that day

3/8/2016 2:22 PM

19 Changes in U12 programme for Diamond event was very disorganised and a extremely lengthy wait with only 2 areas
working could have had another one to speed up this process.

3/8/2016 2:08 PM

20 u12 long wait between sprints and diamond could have been handled better. 3/8/2016 1:55 PM

21 A big programme, long days, but what could you drop out of the programme? Children loved it! 3/8/2016 1:38 PM

22 The scheduling of races is particularly tough for young kids who made all finals - this was made worse by having the
GC on the morning of finals! The arena layout was good however communication was often difficult in U 11 arena due
to distance from speakers. In saying that I didn't feel any of our kids would have missed an event.

3/8/2016 1:37 PM

23 There was a quarter final for the U12 boys that the boys were told that would happen directly after their heats
(managers were not told and the programme did not show it). Our boys did not know of this change however another
club told us about it as their boys had been told by an official. Our boys were not good listeners!!! This was only one
day though and all other times it was great.

3/8/2016 1:22 PM

24 The kids, parents and grandparents have no place to sit and watch the races. The sponsors/ suppliers are important
but should be back of the course. Bring back the two grandstands

3/8/2016 12:59 PM

25 Wait times were painful however due to the number of athletes I presume this is difficult to mitigate 3/8/2016 12:44 PM

26 See comments above. 3/8/2016 12:41 PM

27 I am aware this is an issue with the number of officials, but it would be great to have additional water arena's where
possible, for the tube and board rescue events, as these take so long to run when going through to finals. Perhaps
look at the possibility of having the finals for these rescue events scheduled on the last day, especially given how early
we finished on the Sunday this year.

3/8/2016 12:33 PM

28 I don't think rating the number of days or the start time is relevant. It has to be 4 days due to the number of events and
in order to get off the beach in good time it has to start early. With the conditions as they were the U12 boys had a
tough time waiting for their Diamond heats. They waited until 5.30 to start which meant some of them had been waiting
since 10am. That's a long wait. Communication to the managers about when and where was good but lots of rumours
seemed to circulate so that they were marching up and down the beach a bit. It might have been better to make the
call early to postpone to another day.

3/8/2016 12:31 PM
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29 2nd day finish time very late but hard to see how this could change given the time it takes to run board rescue. 3/8/2016 12:28 PM
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Q25 How would you rate the following
aspects of the event?

Answered: 51 Skipped: 17

Venue

Beach Flags

Sprint track
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Commentary

Atmosphere

Parking

Trailer Parking
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Accessibility

Food and
Beverage...

Exhibitors
Space
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84.00% 42

16.00% 8

Q26 Would you like to see Oceans'
16 return to Mount Maunganui in the future?

Please give reasons why.
Answered: 50 Skipped: 18

Total 50

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 YES! It is a great venue that has infrastructure in place to accommodate/feed the number of visitors that converge. It
has surf that really challenges the athletes and brings a bit of luck (or lack of luck) into the racing. It is a 6 hour road
trip and about as far as we would be prepared to drive north.

3/29/2016 1:46 PM

2 I think OA needs to be taken on tour (but please not to Auckland!) ... the Mount beach (apart from its excellent
infrastructure) is not suitable anymore .. we want it challenging but that shore dump is just too dangerous ... Ohope or
Gisborne or Whangamata all spring to mind as great places to hold this event as long as its a venue with some surf
(rather than flat water)

3/22/2016 3:39 PM

3 unfair beach due to shape and shore dump-local club advantage/dangerous to young athletes. financial advantage to
local clubs (travel/accommodation)

3/18/2016 1:02 PM

4 The Mount provides everything - accommodation, choice of beach venues, beautiful place and beach. Do not move it
please!!!

3/17/2016 9:47 PM

5 Caters well overall, often surf which is not too daunting for Juniors. Great & iconic location. 3/16/2016 2:02 PM

6 The Mount caters for everyone, its best place to have Oceans. 3/15/2016 4:43 PM

7 Love the venue, the event is really well run, the space is great and the environment provides a good level of
competition but can be adapted if it gets too much for the younger age groups. There is plenty of accommodation
opportunities around the Mount and it is accessible from most areas of the North Island (sorry South Island).

3/15/2016 7:53 AM

8 Of course!! I realize it is our home beach but I believe it is one of the few around to handle this size event, has the
beach space to allow arenas, tents, trailers and exhibitors tents comfortably. But also allows for multiply
accommodation options from motor camp, to motels, to apartments and private houses.

3/14/2016 6:35 PM

9 The Mount is a real "experience" - the town/beach has a great vibe - and the conditions can be tough - which makes
this feel like a real National event and not just another carnival for us coming down from Auckland. It has plentiful and
various accommodation, beautiful clean beach and water with lots of open space for spectators and athletes. There are
plenty of food choices close by. And it allows for change - i.e. B group moving into Shark Alley or even to Pilot Bay if
necessary.

3/13/2016 4:03 PM
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10 Outstanding location, has proven it can be run here year after year. If it is to be move as suggested and all the
rumours going around it will be a huge dissapointment, especially given the possible location for it to be moved to
Orewa beach. Have spoken to a large number of people from various clubs and all of same impressions, it will not be
a surf sports as very rarely do you get surf at orewa beach, the huge tides, ie: a rsr you will have to run several
hundred metres on a low tide before you would be able to swim. The major one infrastructure, not appropriate at this
location, traffic, parking. Please keep it at Mt Maunganui.

3/13/2016 7:53 AM

11 Great location 3/10/2016 5:26 PM

12 Mt Maunganui provides all the surrounding things like accomm, easy to get there, etcetc but the beach is so steep it
does not represent any other beaches around and is very challenging especially for the younger athletes ( and our
gear)

3/9/2016 6:43 PM

13 Cheap/Plentiful accommodation Great beach and facilities Awesome atmosphere Great conditions/surf Excellent
alternatives if surf too big (pilot bay, shark alley)

3/9/2016 6:31 PM

14 1)Its iconic at the mount 2) Plenty of accommodation choices 3) Plenty of alternate venues if surf to big 4) Is central to
most of the country 5) Cost affective to both drive or fly into.

3/9/2016 11:03 AM

15 Avenue change would be ideal. 3/9/2016 9:47 AM

16 Its not a fair beach. advantages on which water lane draw. Shorey is dangerous. The contingecy plans for Pilot bay
isn't ideal. Always problems with holes and rips. Its hard for spectators. Although spectotors holding pens/ Gates were
better this year.

3/9/2016 8:48 AM

17 such a hard one. the mt is nz gold coast great place to be. atmosphere and accomodation options are awesome. just
that beach picks up any swell and makes it so diffucult. day 3 down at leasure island/shark alley was a real success.
maybe set up there for the younger ones next year also work the diamonds around low tide. another idea is do tube
and board rescues on the wednesday. one day allocated to them, people could choose to come early or not. you
could set up arenas specifically suited

3/9/2016 8:34 AM

18 Seniors suffered injuries at ERC's, U14 events should not be held at this beach 3/9/2016 6:53 AM

19 Good central location rater than all travelling north or south. 3/8/2016 9:31 PM

20 It is easy here and central for most north island clubs 3/8/2016 9:06 PM

21 Good atmosphere and challenging so athletes can show there skills learnt 3/8/2016 8:34 PM

22 No other place has as many options of places to compete as close. Accommodation is close and plentiful. 3/8/2016 8:09 PM

23 Great beach for both water & beach events, plenty of accommodation at a range of prices. Being able to hold all the
events in a relatively small area, while still having options in adverse weather conditions. While it's hard for South
Island teams it's generally easily accessible from most places the North Island.

3/8/2016 7:43 PM

24 The best venue there is with all the alternative venues within the venue for safety 3/8/2016 7:20 PM

25 Find location is central 3/8/2016 5:29 PM

26 I think it could be spread around. 3/8/2016 4:28 PM

27 The infrastructure is in place and it is central to most clubs apart from the South Island clubs. Always a fantastic Vibe 3/8/2016 3:52 PM

28 Gives the kids a challenging and different environment to compete in. New skills learned 3/8/2016 2:41 PM

29 plenty of beach space for tents and athletes no matter what tide. it's easy for most of the north island to drive 3/8/2016 2:22 PM

30 Atmosphere Great conditions to change young life savers Would be beneficial for clubs in Southern region to be given
assistance to get to this event as per the senior Nationals if out of area and have to contribute large sums of money to
get to this event.

3/8/2016 2:08 PM

31 As one of a choice of venues it is excellent and provides a good range of accommodation, travel accessibility, beach
conditions and spectator access. It would be nice to see the event in other locations also.

3/8/2016 2:02 PM

32 This is the only place that it should be held, everything is well run and the access to accommodation, parking, food,
shopping, weather, surf size all meets the requirements. An Auckland event would create a great deal of problems.....
I vote Mt Maunganui for ever!!!

3/8/2016 1:55 PM

33 Fantastic spot 3/8/2016 1:54 PM

34 Yes and No. The shore break makes it hard for the children. The holes and rips make the beach unfair for the children.
Depending on what lane the children draw can dictate if they move onto the next round.

3/8/2016 1:38 PM
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35 I don't think you could find a better venue for this event. It is a bonus to be tide independent for beach events, have
plenty of accomodation, a true surf competition because there is surf. I realise the shore break can put people off but
it's just another challenge for those young kids to conquer. I am sure ours enjoyed trying to master it

3/8/2016 1:37 PM

36 Easy for us as a club. 3/8/2016 1:22 PM

37 I like it at the mount however it might be nice to see it in another place. Maybe Christchurch???????????? All
competitors might need wetsuits though!!!!!!!!

3/8/2016 1:22 PM

38 There is simply no other beach outside the Mt that can cater for this age group. There are five (5) possible areas. 1-3.
the three on main beach Nth, middle, sth 4. Shark alley (bad name for under 14 kids) and 5. good old Pilot Bay.
Couple that with the food beverage accommodation etc that the parents require/desire and it is perfect. if you are
considering Orewa you may as well consider Taupo as more chance of surf and better accommodation, food etc as
well as more central.

3/8/2016 12:59 PM

39 Despite the cost of flying from Christchurch, once there the variety of facilities is excellent. Huge range of
accommodation from apartments to camping to suit all budgets. Ability to eat out without requiring transport and the
ability of alternative venue if surf conditions are not favourable. The venue is irreplaceable in our opinion.

3/8/2016 12:44 PM

40 the arenas being relatively close together was great. the food options were poor - expensive and huge wait times (at
the cafes across the road) parking was okay considering the number of people (if you wanted a good park you had to
be early though)

3/8/2016 12:44 PM

41 I believe Oceans should be held at a beach with surf and not at a typically flat water beach. This event is about
challenging the athletes and Mt Maunganui provides that challenge as well as has multiple accommodation options
available in all price brackets (campground, apartments, motels, etc).

3/8/2016 12:41 PM

42 Whilst the Mount is a great venue for this type of event it would be nice to have a change to another beach. it does get
a bit so-so going to the same place each year. Plus the shore dump doesn't seem to be getting any better!

3/8/2016 12:36 PM

43 It would be nice to have an alternative venue, especially to assist with those who travel for hours/days - ie Wellington
and South Island clubs.

3/8/2016 12:33 PM

44 The Mount is well set up for accommodating 900 children and all their families. The beach is fantastic for running all
the events. Mount Maunganui surf club is very well geared up to cope with the numbers.

3/8/2016 12:31 PM

45 It has a range of options in terms of beaches. ie mount, shark alley, Pilots bay. Not keen on beaches that have little or
no surf.

3/8/2016 12:28 PM
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57.69% 30

34.62% 18

7.69% 4

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q27 What was your overall impression of
the event?

Answered: 52 Skipped: 16

Total 52

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Its a great event and character building for kids (and parents) so thank you to all for setting it up .. my biggest
complaint though is the price .. $90? ... we know it costs lots to set these up but at the very least you should be
providing something as a momento for these kids .. a teeshirt / hoodie/ decent rashie .. $90 is steep particularly for
those with more than one child entered and all other costs associated so if the kids could get more return for our $ I
think it would work better

3/22/2016 3:39 PM

2 Concerns over last minute changes "for safety reasons" Concerns around the program, needs reviewing Wider
Consultation in regards beach safety

3/14/2016 6:35 PM

3 The merchandise needs to have a shake up - the first year we came Tshirts were: be calm and save a life. Ever one
since then has been a take on the word Oceans The kids were all disappointed with the official online photos this year.
Lots of panoramic shots where no-one was really identifiable. That is their favourite part and especially the ones in the
water where the average parent does not get too !!! Bring back Jamie !

3/9/2016 6:43 PM

4 There needs to be some changes to the programme to decrease the amount of time spent on the beach from
Thursday through to Saturday. We need to look at an 8 hour max day for not only athletes but parents as well ( 10
hours on Thursday and 11 on Friday is not acceptable). I would start with the following: 1) Removing under 12 tube
from the programme altogether. 2) Capping clubs to max 5 teams each in the under 14 board and tube rescue.

3/9/2016 11:03 AM

5 Still rate it as one of the best I've been too. 3/9/2016 8:48 AM
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6 such a buzz to see such a depth of talent 3/9/2016 8:34 AM

7 The event was great thank you 3/8/2016 3:52 PM

8 Love attending-keep up great work. 3/8/2016 2:08 PM

9 This years layout with sprint track placement was perfect. Allows tents and athletes and clubs to mingle and return to
base was a lot easier than walking the length of the track every time.

3/8/2016 1:55 PM
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30.30% 10

57.58% 19

12.12% 4

Q28 If you have managed teams at previous
Oceans', how do you feel this event

compared?
Answered: 33 Skipped: 35

Total 33

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 First time 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

2 feel of the event was better, teams more accepting of safety and changes to programme (order/arena). 3/18/2016 1:02 PM

3 This was my first time managing a team at Oceans - let alone 44 of them. I attended as a parent last year for the first
time. I learnt a lot that will help to put the club in even better stead next year.

3/17/2016 9:47 PM

4 This year felt better than last year's - not 100% sure why. Probably because it was my second year at the event and I
knew what to expect, was better prepared and organised

3/15/2016 7:53 AM

5 I believe the communication during the actual event was dissapointing, why have a etext system and don't use it, sorry
used 3 times during four days. There were a number of changes, these could have been etext to each club overall
manager and they disperse to appropriate people within there clubs. If you were not within close range of a speaker it
was very hard to hear. Maybe outside each marshall tent could have a large white board, the marshall would write up
what actually happening at that tent at the time as well.

3/13/2016 7:53 AM

6 n/a 3/9/2016 9:47 AM

7 arena selection? 3/9/2016 8:34 AM

8 But the layout was much better this time 3/8/2016 9:06 PM

9 Mostly events ran to schedule although changing arenas happened a lot but it wasn't too late in the beach as previous
years and didn't have to go to pilot bay

3/8/2016 8:34 PM

10 From a spectator point of view it was difficult at times to get a good view point . I did not like the flags areas being
separate as it was impossible to see all arenas at once .Normally u can Ma age to watch what is going on over them
all. It created a better atmosphere in the past when they were all run together.

3/8/2016 3:52 PM
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11 Not as good due to lay out of the flags aren as could only watch one age group and not everyone at once. 3/8/2016 2:08 PM

12 Arenas did not seem as tightly organised as previously with more parents/spectators inside the barriers which was a
distraction.

3/8/2016 2:02 PM

13 layout much better 3/8/2016 1:55 PM

14 N/A 3/8/2016 1:54 PM

15 Lot more communication and safety stepped up this year 3/8/2016 12:44 PM
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18.60% 8

81.40% 35

Q29 Are there any events that you feel
should be added to the

Oceans' programme? If so, please give
reasons why.

Answered: 43 Skipped: 25

Total 43

# Other (please specify) Date

1 regional U14 competition, see top competitors from around the country racing together. 3/18/2016 1:02 PM

2 U14's provincual competition or a Super 9 club comp like the seniors. 3/15/2016 4:43 PM

3 No more events, we need to remove some. See comments above. 3/9/2016 11:03 AM

4 Dont know where on earth you would put it ? But a march past for the kids leaving Oceans those U14 athletes moving
onto Nationals. It would make it pretty special...

3/9/2016 8:48 AM

5 i like the idea of more team events. i like to promote our sport as a team sport. 3/9/2016 8:34 AM

6 A rescue medley relay involving board and tube and both boys and girls would be good like they do in the inter
districts and trans Tasman

3/8/2016 8:34 PM

7 More team events - again the stars shine through but it's keeping kids envolved in the sport for longer needs to be
thought about. Maybe a separate u14/13 event and a u12/11 event where it's better safer beaches so all that compete
enjoy. You could even do 2/7 event with u13/14 and a 2/7 event u11/12. Using all four arenas would speed through
and be less tiresome for the athletes - I wonder if this would work?

3/8/2016 4:28 PM

8 Yes we would love to see a march past . It would be great to see how proud everybody is to be there!! 3/8/2016 3:52 PM

9 A surf teams event. A mixed 4 person 2 boys/2 girls say U14 and U12 or maybe a 3 person boys and girls teams event.
A lot of smaller clubs have mainly pool swimmers at this level and an event like this would enable these clubs to show
their overall swimming strength - much in the way a board relay does. If anything why not a swimming team/relay event
of some kind?

3/8/2016 12:36 PM

10 The chance to do mixed or combined teams with clubs who only have a few attending. 3/8/2016 12:36 PM

11 There is enough variety for all the different age levels and athletes to master! 3/8/2016 12:33 PM
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2.63% 1

97.37% 37

Q30 Are there any events that you feel
should be removed from the Oceans'

programme? If so, please give reasons why.
Answered: 38 Skipped: 30

Total 38

# Other (please specify) Date

1 Under 12 Tube rescue. It really serves no purpose with the patient being dropped out to the cans plus it takes at least
5 hours to run.

3/9/2016 11:03 AM

2 Run swim Run as surf swim already 3/8/2016 8:34 PM

3 Less rounds in big groups. A big more cut throat to cut out quarter finals 3/8/2016 8:09 PM

4 If time was a factor I'd remove the tube rescue due to the amount of time it takes 3/8/2016 12:41 PM
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100.00% 35

80.00% 28

57.14% 20

Q31 If you could select three things that
would improve Oceans', what would they

be?
Answered: 35 Skipped: 33

# 1. Date

1 Scheduling of Events (Sprints especially). 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

2 giveaways for the kids in return for their entry fee 3/22/2016 3:39 PM

3 More toilets in a variety of locations 3/21/2016 7:48 AM

4 different location-same beach as nationals 3/18/2016 1:02 PM

5 Limit tube rescue and board rescue team events per club to minimise waiting and preserve athlete's energy levels 3/17/2016 9:47 PM

6 bring back grand stands, assist with viewing, crowd control 3/14/2016 6:35 PM

7 Communication: Instead of sending out all team mangers emails when some of the information in them is not for some
of them. May I suggest that each club appoints there overall team manager and they receive all the information and
disperse to there areana managers as appropriate. It would give the arena managers something less to worry about.
And use the etext system totally under utilised this year and it showed.

3/13/2016 7:53 AM

8 more merchandise 3/10/2016 5:26 PM

9 Ability to change heat draws as per my comments earlier 3/9/2016 6:31 PM

10 advising of changes after printed copys handed out 3/9/2016 4:41 PM

11 8 hour day max on the beach 3/9/2016 11:03 AM

12 Better communication when there are course changes 3/9/2016 9:47 AM

13 More Flexibilty with acute programme changes 3/9/2016 8:48 AM

14 more communication with the local lifeguards about arena set up and local conditions 3/9/2016 8:34 AM

15 Choose a beach with out severe Shore Break 3/9/2016 6:53 AM

16 Consistency on breaking 3/8/2016 9:31 PM

17 less time waiting and starts about 1 hour later each day would make it easier on the kids :-) 3/8/2016 9:06 PM

18 March past 3/8/2016 8:34 PM

19 athletes in early heats should be in earliest semi and those in later heats in later semi-we had some very short rests
between heats and semis.

3/8/2016 8:21 PM

20 More events on Friday. Under 12 waited to long between sprint and water events. 3/8/2016 8:09 PM

21 Regular communication via text throughout the event 3/8/2016 7:43 PM

22 When conditions change arena should stop and reassess and move rather than saying keys label boards in case
some one goes missing

3/8/2016 5:29 PM

23 Safer beach, shorten courses on the water, will reduce time on beach. 3/8/2016 4:28 PM

24 Better viewing platform 3/8/2016 3:52 PM

25 allow smaller clubs to band together so kids can be part of relay teams. We had 3 athletes, 2 of which where u13 and
one u12. our u12 could have coped going up the age band but it was not allowed so they all missed out

3/8/2016 2:22 PM

Answer Choices Responses

1.

2.
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26 Ability if smaller numbers of athletes attending from away clubs the ability (if from same area) to be able to make up
combination teams

3/8/2016 2:08 PM

27 Designate a warm-up area (beach and water) 3/8/2016 2:02 PM

28 etxt previous night if possible (change of programme for GC could have been done previous night) 3/8/2016 1:55 PM

29 A fairer beach 3/8/2016 1:38 PM

30 Perfect waves every day!! 3/8/2016 1:37 PM

31 Tent space for all clubs 3/8/2016 1:22 PM

32 I didn't receive the text notifications. Not sure why not 3/8/2016 1:22 PM

33 The kids that don't medal are your primary market - make the experience better for them = T shirt and back pack 3/8/2016 12:59 PM

34 allocated space for tents - similar to what they've done at senior nationals 3/8/2016 12:41 PM

35 Consider a different location every now and then 3/8/2016 12:33 PM

# 2. Date

1 Flags to swim between when not racing. (we tell kids to do it the rest of the time) 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

2 maybe consider one day when its beach events/landcrabs only?? .. will save situations when water focussed kids are
sitting around all day

3/22/2016 3:39 PM

3 Better parking 3/21/2016 7:48 AM

4 cap teams per club for grand cameron, so every club can compete in final. 3/18/2016 1:02 PM

5 Reconsider the programming of events that better utilises the athlete's time and ensures adequate recovery to race
again

3/17/2016 9:47 PM

6 consultation regarding beach safety 3/14/2016 6:35 PM

7 Flag Arena: Not the best of location for the viewing public, one side to view from and people were 5-7 deep so could
not see, go back to having at least 3 sides around the square flag arena to view from.

3/13/2016 7:53 AM

8 distance between arenas 3/10/2016 5:26 PM

9 Better spectator areas in water arenas - maybe separate the arenas to have a viewing area between 3/9/2016 6:31 PM

10 Keep the 4 arens running. 3/9/2016 11:03 AM

11 RB's out when there is a semi and a final 3/9/2016 9:47 AM

12 A Generic Sports Manual specifically devised for all U14's events so that all competitions are the same. Local,
Regional and National.

3/9/2016 8:48 AM

13 live tex updates of the program 3/9/2016 8:34 AM

14 Act before long peroids of down time detract from the day 3/9/2016 6:53 AM

15 Better viewing in the flags area 3/8/2016 9:31 PM

16 Less wait between events 3/8/2016 8:34 PM

17 Balance the safety aspect of kids in the water, with practicallity 3/8/2016 7:43 PM

18 Parking 3/8/2016 5:29 PM

19 Less down time between events 3/8/2016 4:28 PM

20 1 of teams won a gold medal in board relay and were sad they didn't get the interview as they fininshed . 3/8/2016 3:52 PM

21 text messages out to managers throughout the day each time an event is marshalling or something has been changed 3/8/2016 2:22 PM

22 Contribution from SLSNZ for teams traveling from Southern region as per senior Nationals. 3/8/2016 2:08 PM

23 Divide the day into sessions with known start times so those not competing in a session can rest away from the beach 3/8/2016 2:02 PM

24 Limit teams in team events 3/8/2016 1:38 PM

25 Parking 3/8/2016 1:22 PM

26 Better Seating for spectators 3/8/2016 12:59 PM

27 bring back the grand stand for spectators 3/8/2016 12:41 PM
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28 Consider some athletes having to qualify for certain events, given the unpredictable surf conditions 3/8/2016 12:33 PM

# 3. Date

1 a change of venue 3/22/2016 3:39 PM

2 More drinking water - needs to be easily available 3/21/2016 7:48 AM

3 Allow all clubs tents/marquees to be erected together. Our pop-up tents and large marquee were separated meaning
that our team was separated too or all crammed into our small popups while our large marquee was left mainly
unattended because it was in a space far away from our pop-ups.

3/17/2016 9:47 PM

4 Review the program 3/14/2016 6:35 PM

5 Mixed Relays: Allow athletes to run up an age group, they can still only run in one relay but it would assist smaller
clubs to enter further teams, they it was this here was only putting smaller clubs with smaller numbers at a
disadvantage. In the past you have been allowed to run and athlete up but not 2016, why?

3/13/2016 7:53 AM

6 loud speaker needs to be louder 3/10/2016 5:26 PM

7 Designated tent areas - not first in first served. As a travelling team it is difficult to get a prime spot. Maybe a rotating
site allocation would work??

3/9/2016 6:31 PM

8 Better communtary with speakers all over the beach 3/9/2016 11:03 AM

9 Alternate Oceans to Fair venues. Ohope/ Gisborne/ ( Biased Opinion!!) 3/9/2016 8:48 AM

10 better communication on speaker system 3/9/2016 8:34 AM

11 Portable Toilets at both ends of the site 3/9/2016 6:53 AM

12 Keep strict on the timings for late marshalling, we can't wait forever. 3/8/2016 9:31 PM

13 Faster marshalling 3/8/2016 8:34 PM

14 More food retailers, particularly cold drinks 3/8/2016 7:43 PM

15 more food choices - mobile pita pit, sushi, breakfast food as sometimes there's not time to eat properly in the morning 3/8/2016 2:22 PM

16 Allocation of tent sites especially for clubs having to travel from outside of North Island and not arriving till the
Wednesday prior, as difficult to ship equipment up and earlier due to traing schedule and event schedule in South
Island.

3/8/2016 2:08 PM

17 Vary the location away from the mount 3/8/2016 2:02 PM

18 Jamie Troughton - photos around buoys. Really missed his photos this year. 3/8/2016 1:22 PM

19 Sponsors that are specific to the event - and not just the over all movement 3/8/2016 12:59 PM

20 Arranging more officials (I know this is budget orientated!) to provide further water arena's to be set up, which could
avoid long days

3/8/2016 12:33 PM
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Q32 Please take the time to provide any
further feedback on the event.

Answered: 19 Skipped: 49

# Responses Date

1 Thank you so much for all your time and efforts making Oceans so awesome and an experience that the kids will look
back at with such awesome memories.

3/29/2016 1:46 PM

2 Well run, fantastic atmosphere, the kids loved it. 3/21/2016 7:48 AM

3 rule clarifications prior to event by us, were not adhered to by all clubs-if there was multiple queries for one rule, then
memo sent to all clubs to make sure no "bending" of rule. e.g. one athlete in multiple team events.

3/18/2016 1:02 PM

4 The organising of the actual events must be done to suit the athletes - not anyone else. It woudl also have been good
to understand the rationale for all changes made to the original programme. For e.g. the grand cameron was swapped
to the beginning of Day 4. For our athletes who were in all 3 individual final events that followed, some of them gave
their all for their team mates in this event, which we can't help but think resulted in performances that might have been
better had the individual events taken place first. Also the lack of communication on Day 3 about the U12's not moving
back to the original arenas meant that most teams were not as fully prepared as they could have been having not
taken adequate food and sun shelter to last them all day.

3/17/2016 9:47 PM

5 Something needs to be done about the Board and Tube rescue program so it doesn't go on for ages. We don't need to
drop it from the program just need to manage it better.

3/15/2016 4:43 PM

6 Tube and Board rescue take a considerable amount of time to run and multiply rounds to make a final which is leading
to over working athletes. Do we consider 'qualifying at regional events and going straight to a semi? cutting down work
loads a little.

3/14/2016 6:35 PM

7 The big dilemma at our club is whether or not we select athletes based on criteria (i.e. performance, participation) or
whether we open Oceans' up to anyone who wants to go? Does SLSNZ have an opinion on this? We know some
clubs open entries up to anyone who is willing to pay their entry fee. I guess the question is "what type of athlete is a
National event for?"

3/13/2016 4:03 PM

8 I do not have the answer for this but, we need to eliminate the amount of time that the athletes are been marshalled.
We are all aware that this can last up to an hour or longer, it is not good enough. I have been told that Aussie
nationals have a good system. Managers meeting why not have the night before, then the following morning if any
information needs to be given out, use the etext system or call a very brief meeting, by the end managers are not even
turning up to meetings, they have plenty to do on the morning of event. Especially the first meeting, thuis year got our
packs then told that all the athletes need to have names on them also, if given out night before then no issue, or may
be even get the ids names printed on prior to giving out to teams. Last but not least, do not shift Oceans from the
Mount,

3/13/2016 7:53 AM

9 The naming on the boards for board race should have been known before the meeting as it caused chaos. We
appreicate the saftey aspect of this but in our club the kids all share boards so not very practical. Then also - C2
arena referee said our already labelled boards ( stencilled on the tail) was sufficent but the other arenas went full hog
on writing all over boards with permanet marker. Consistency would be good

3/9/2016 6:43 PM

10 overall i had a great week. my kids loved it too. the lifeguard with a tube took some freedom away from the kids. i think
better choices made in the morning with arean set up and work events around calm mornings and tides would have
made for a great event. good luck for next year

3/9/2016 8:34 AM

11 Great event as always. Great to see that most teams got their act together and were well organised for marshalling.
this has been a huge problem previously and had led to 1/2hr plus delays waiting for people to turn up. Did not see
anything like these delays this year, well done to you all for a great event that the kids and spectators love.

3/8/2016 9:31 PM

12 Thanks for making this such a fun and great learning experience for our athletes. We will be back. 3/8/2016 8:21 PM

13 Don't move from the mount. 3/8/2016 8:09 PM

14 By shortening course length in the water events, having ability to call upon helper officials to ensure smooth running of
arenas therefore leads to less down time between events. This will mean in turn ability for later starts and earlier
finishes. Kids and adults are shattered as are officials by end of each day. Possibly using 2 days u11/12 and 2/7
u13/14 events alongside national senior comp as previously mentioned.

3/8/2016 4:28 PM
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15 first time at this event and I was blown away by how professionally it was run. There's always room for improvement
but I would like to say overall the team involved was really awesome! Thanks

3/8/2016 2:22 PM

16 More text messages needed every day as per previous Oceans with up dates on change of times for
events/programme/heats to finals etc.

3/8/2016 2:08 PM

17 Thank you for organising such a brilliant event. Please don't move this event to an area that doesn't get any surf as
half the fun and skill will be removed!!

3/8/2016 1:37 PM

18 Great effort. A huge event to organize and a job well done. 3/8/2016 1:22 PM

19 Many thanks to all those involved, for your time and effort and having to put up with endless hassling from us
Managers! You are all amazing. Cheers

3/8/2016 12:33 PM
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